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Classes will have relationships with other classes. When designing you must 
decide whether to implement an association, and how to implement it.

Figure 7.1

A student is majoring in a subject

A student will have at most one major

The student class has a private field with getter/setter

Implementation in Student:

Private field

getter

setter

Our 
assumption
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Classes will have relationships with other classes. When designing you must 
decide whether to implement an association, and how to implement it.

Figure 7.1

A subject has majors (students)

A subject may have many majors

The Subject class has an ArrayList with getter/setter & addMajor(…)

Implementation in Subject:
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Associations: 

Figure 7.1

Consider SamDeclaresMathMajor.java

1. Instantiate a subject … math

2. Instantiate a student … sam

3. Set Sam’s major to be math

4. Add Sam to the list of math majors
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Methods are used for two purposes

1. To make a program more readable through decomposition

2. To reuse code instead of duplicating code

Consider that the code in SamDeclaresMathMajor.java could be replicated 
for every student declaring a major
jill.setMajor (math) ; 

math.addMajor (jill) ;

sam.setMajor (math) ; 

acs.addMajor (sam) ;

bob.setMajor (math) ; 

acs.addMajor (bob) ;

For jill

For sam

For bob

We can replace this 
kind of code by writing 
a method that sets a 
student’s major and 
adds the student to a 
subject  
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Methods are used for two purposes

1. To make a program more readable through decomposition

2. To reuse code instead of duplicating code

Consider that the code in SamDeclaresMathMajor.java could be replicated 
for every student declaring a major

A method to handle 
declaring a major

Three calls to the 
method below
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Arguments passed to a method

Parameters defined 
for a method

Arguments are copied into the parameters on entry, but 
there is no copying on return.  

Arguments must match parameters by type.



Java Classes - Parameters and arguments
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Parameter Lists / Arguments

A parameter list defines the type of data that will be passed in to a 
method

Arguments appear in the call statement. 

Arguments are copied into the parameters on entry, but there is no 
copying on return.  

But for objects its possible to modify them in the called method

See ObjectModifiedByCalledMethod.java


